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INTRODUCTION 
 

Background information 
 
This is a 4th progress report submitted to a client as part of project monitoring tool 
that report activities done by the contractor and stage reached on a monthly 
basis. This report captures activities done into two water supply schemes namely 
Nyaishozi and Kibingo villages in Karagwe DC. It entails progressive activities that 
have been undertaken from end of 3rd progress report by the contractor as a 
continuous documentation and analysis process. 
 

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT 
 

A: KIBINGO. 

1. Construction of water storage tank 

Construction of water storage tank has started September where site 
clearance and layout setting was done as per engineer’s directives; all 
grasses and rubbishes around the area were removed to get a clear site 
for setting out.Since then, nothing has been done on water storage tank 
construction up to this time the 4th site progress report is being released. 
The contractor has been several times been advisedto increase the speed 
of work so as to finish in time. Taking that into account, the client in 
consultation with the consultantadvised the contractor 
toconsiderstraining from using blocks which seem to have a long 
production process as there is also lack of enough construction (chips) 
materials to masonry stones which are more available around the site 
area. Due to those changes, the contractor promised that this 
December,concrete blinding of 50mm thick with the ratio of 1:3:6 and 
other masonry work is expected to be done on storage tank after making 
leveling and compaction on foundation.  
 

2. Construction of Domestic points 

Construction of Domestic Points has not been done satisfactorily to say, 
only clearance and setting of 2 DPs has been done and more efforts has to 
be done for the coming month to cope with the remaining contractual 
time regarding that time is not our favor. The contractor was advised to 
prepare a crush work program (revised work schedule) to see that he 
finishes the work by December since his contract expires in January or 
February if the first month will be counted for mobilization  
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3. Materials on site 
To date, the following materials has been brought to site at different 
locations of construction; 14m3 of sand, 10m3 of aggregates, 8m3 of 
hardcore and other materials expected to be on site are high yield 
reinforcement and hardcore for water storage tank construction, more to 
that, HDPE pipes of different sizes such as 125mm PN6.3, 75mm PN6.3, 
63mm PN16, 63mm PN20, 63mm PN10, 50mmPN6.3, 40mm PN6.3, 
32mm PN16, 25mm PN6.3 have been arrived at site from Plasco ltd 
Industry after pipes were inspectedto verify their quality. Below is the 
photo showing HDPE pipe materials on site at Kibingo Dispensary area. 

 

 
HDPE pipes materials of different sizes at Kibingo site 

 

4. Pipe laying for distribution line 

Pipe laying for distribution line has gone almost half of the total distance 
expected to be covered as per BOQs directives, up to the time of giving this 
report 12km out of 25.288km has been laid in trench, process of laying the 
remained km is still ongoing, it is expected up to the end of December 
laying pipes for transmission and distribution line will be over along with 
trench excavation summing to 25.288km. 
 

B: NYAISHOZI 

1. Construction of Water Storage Tank 
The construction process for the storage tank has been almost the same to 
that of Kibingo as the construction of water storage tank started since 
September where site clearance and layout setting was done as per 
engineer’s directives; all grasses and rubbishes around the area were 
removed to get a clear site for setting out the foundation and blinding layer 
has be placed. However, since then, nothing has been done on water 
storage tank construction up to this time the 4th site progress report is 
being released. The contractor has been several times been advised to 
increase the speed of work so as to finish in time.  
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2. Intake 

Up to this time we’re giving this report, nothing has been done on intake 
besides of hipping only 4m3 hardcore materials.Neither site clearance nor 
setting out has been done at Rusumo intake despite digging the trench up 
to near the intake.  
 

3. Pipes, fittings and trench excavation 
Pipes and other fittings have not yet been delivered at respective site 
despite the contractor assured members in the October site meeting held at 
site that pipes for Nyaishozi have been procured and by 15th of November 
will be on site but till the time we’re giving this report no pipes have been 
delivered to site. Trench excavation is still going on, excavation of 
transmission line trench from Rusumo Intake to new storage tank site at 
Kigando P/S has reached to the tank, other distribution line to different 
DPs is on the way where DPs points are being built at different places 
where it was located from the beginning, the distribution line has been 
excavated to 15kms long out of 25.69km in total. 
 

4. Construction of Domestic Points 

Construction of DPs started on Nov where site clearance and layout setting 
was done accordingly, the removal of debris and rubbishes around the DPs 
site was done, measurements per engineer’s directives was taken, digging 
of foundation and formwork was done per drawing specification, all 
procedures of building sample DP was followed and supervised closely by 
consultant, staffs from client side and contractor’s team. Mixing ratio and 
construction method was done accordingly and approved by the 
consultant. The photo below shows one of the sample DP being built at 
Village Office area (Nyaishozi). So far, 9 DPs have been built in Nyaishozi 
village and large part of these constructed DPs being the foundation while 
wall structure is underway to be erected and is expected to speed towards 
December. Below are photos of one of DPs built at Nyaishozi Village. 

 

 
One of the sample DPs built at Village Office at Nyaishozi. 
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Team from the council inspecting one of the sample DPs built near Village Office 
area (this is a CUM DP storage tank with about 9.1m3). 
 
On the other hand, after the team visited the site and saw thee DPs how they 
appear, the resident engineer changed the dimension of the DPs to measure 1.8m 
long by 1.6m width by 1.8m effective height (or 2.2m total height) which 
specifically were to be built at village centres where there is large population and 
these would serve as small storage tanks that store water for a while. In total 
these changes reduced the total storage volume from 9.1m3 to 5.184m3. 

CONCLUSION 
 
The contractor has been advised to increase the speed of his work by increasing 

more man-power to work in the project activities to speed implementation as well 

as making sure that the materials intended for construction activities reaches the 

site in time. Also he was advised to review the contract and revise his work 

schedule regularly to crosscheck what is required to be submitted as output 

requirement since time is not in favor and it has remained almost one month for 

his contract to expire. 

He was also advised to submit the revised work plan that articulates what can be 

done in one month time as a work rescue plan before embarking asking for time 

extension.  
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